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Get the x431 software update for $0.01.n Launch, support all popular brands and numbers. Use of modern, certified open
source software products for creation, accounting and tax accounting. Solutions to make your business easier. You can create a
purchasing schedule according to your plans and budgets. Procurement planning will help optimize costs and reduce time and
resources. The program is primarily designed to automate retail and other sales from the manufacturer, it has a high accuracy up
to hundredths of a gram, which allows you to work in a warehouse without adjustments. Get a software update for $0.01. You
can take both the basic version and the upgrade kit from us for your configurations and platforms. The PEARL library provides
facilities for using standard data types and provides an additional set of fields for specific operations related to major currencies
and financial instruments. Now use the 4 new boolean data types T, V, X and Z in your program. The program update from 1.05
and the automatic file protection system are available to the attention of users. Provide reliable communication for your
customers. Use the operator to transfer data to the Internet. Use a simple and understandable payment scheme, including by
cards, through a system of quick replenishment of accounts via Webmoney, LiqPay, Yandex.Money. Now an update of the
system for issuing invoices to clients (PI) is available - a module for mutual settlements with financial institutions using the
Program's Payment Gateway. Support for VAT and input VAT can be obtained at any time, or save the settings and use them
for the future. Make changes to the documents, this will enable data protection elements and speed up your program, that is, the
possibility of a "failure" will be excluded. Coupon or call activation function - will allow you to create a subscriber on the
generated invoice if the price list already contains the client's phone number. Would you like to receive an updated price list?
Now you can do it for only 1.999 rubles! A new user mode has been introduced. Previously, updated data and reports could only
be accessed through a filter system. Now the user can always view and modify data through the interface window. Improvement
of detailed schemes of embedding in the menu. It has become easier to add additional fields to price list formulas and price lists.
Take part in the promotion for 10 of those who have a bonus Gold Visa card. We have prepared and prepared
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